PTM Website

‘Scavenger Hunt’ Adventure
Can’t wait to get to the museum to do the PTM ‘Scavenger Hunt’? Have fun with
this adventure in advance by exploring our website and seeing how many
questions you can answer!

Home Page
What are the geocache co-ordinates of the PTM?
When you click on the yellow “Special Event” star on the Home page, which tab does it bring
you to?
How many pages can you print off when you click the "Download Brochure"?

Events Page
What is the title (4 words) of the Events page?
How many videos can be watched under the Heritage Day write up?
What are the dates of the Reunion Days event?
What are the hours of the June 'Heritage Day'?
What is the "tag line" above the picture of the old-fashioned car leaving the PTM?
What will the Birthday girl or boy go home with when they have their birthday party at the
PTM?
What types of photo opportunities are there at the PTM?

Volunteer
How many people are dressed up in the top picture?
How long is the video?
What is the man in the 3rd picture doing?
How many tasks are listed under the Buildings and Grounds Committee?

Rentals/Meals
Who has the museum been the home of since its inception in 1968?
What time is lunch served during the Reunion Days event?
For details regarding catering, what number should be called?

Antiques
Drop down tab #1 (PTM History):
What was the first annual event in 1966 called?
Where was that event held?
In which year was the Reimer House moved onto museum grounds?
Drop down tab #2 (Miscellaneous A – Z Items):
What three materials are helmets most often made from?
How many lbs is the flour mill?
Which animal is on the weathervane?
Drop down tab #3 (Heritage Buildings):
In which year was the former Haskett Store moved onto museum grounds?
What is another named used for a sod house?
How many years was the Reimer House lived in?
The Pomeroy School House was used as a school as well as what?
What does the Barbershop pole with red and white stripes represent?
Who designed the Morden Canadian Railway Station and in what year?
What kind of treats can be bought at the General Store?
Drop down tab #4 (Vintage Farm Equipment):
What is the name of the 1916 steam engine?
How many Allis Chalmers tractors have been donated to the museum? Which is the oldest?

Which tractor manufacturer is still under its original name today?

Friends
Drop down tab #1 (Sponsors):
How many sponsors have red logos?
Drop down tab #2 (Links):
How many links are listed?

Kids Zone
How many words do you get to find on the word search?
Which animal does the connect-the-dots picture make?

If you get stuck or have any questions, feel free to stop by the museum or e-mail us at:
info@threshermensmuseum.com … and be sure to check out all the GREAT photos
of our events on our facebook or Instagram page!

Thank you for joining us on this adventure. There's a LOT more fun to be had
once you're at the museum, so be sure to:

"Come Play for the Day ... the PTM Way!"

